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Bookstore cuts
textbook prices
by 7 per cent
BY RICH CARVILL

It's official. Beginning December
27,
1976. all textbooks sold in the Unive
rsity
Bookstore will carry a seven per cent
cash
discount.
The final approval of a resolution calli
ng
for the discount was given Tues
day
morning by Vice-President ot Fina
nce and
Administration John Blake. "The mana
ger
of the bookstore has been able to cut
back
while continuing to operate effic
iently
enough so that students will now be able
to
enjoy the benefits," Blake said.
According to Tom Cole. manager of the
University Bookstore, the old price
will
remain on textbooks, but students
will
receive a seven per cent cash discount
at
the register. The reason for this, explaine
d
Cole. is two-fold. —Since many of
the
textbooks have standard prices alrea
dy
printed on them, it would be an expe
nsive
task to change them all. Students will
also
be able to see the discount and
their
savings more readily in the form of a cash
refund," he said.
Vice-President Blake explained. "This
will be a floating discount which is subje
ct
to revue at the end of each year. We expect
OH NO, not another Walkie-Talkie
Aroostook Hall's Christmas party for
about a $20.000 surplus at the end of this
Doll, thinks Santa, who attended
local children last weekend.
fiscal year. If we end up with less than this.
we will have to look into the situation to
see
what went wrong. We may even be force
Photo by Russ McKnight
d
to lower the discount if this happens. On
the other hand, if our surplus is more than
the projected S20.000. the discount
percentage may be raised."
"Our discount will vary with how much
we make," says Cole. "But we'v
e set a
goal of ten per cent."
A combination of unexpected operatin
BY ELIZABETH BUTTERFIELD
g
expenses at the bookstore could also affec
accreditation's self-study process.
Cont
tutorial courses which could be
"Among the states. Maine ranks fifth
made
sidering the blackout and pouring
the discount. Cole said that the book
in
store
rains,
avail
the percentage of its citizens who grad
able to students throughout Maine at
the forum was heavily attended by Steer
will soon need new cash registers
uate
but
ing
costs consistent with the current CED
from high school, and last in
Committee members, student senat
added that, "No single item will caus
the
e a
ors
tuiti
percentage of high school graduates
on rates.
and faculty.
who
great deal of variation in the discount
."
enroll in post-secondary institutions."
said
The bookstore consulted the Main
On the topic of non-traditional learners.
e
Edward W. Hackett. director of
On the goal of living, learning environthe
Merchants Association in regards to
Hackett pointed out declining birth rate
the
will
ment. Meni Strang. the only undergraduate
Continuing Education Division (CED)
legal aspects of the discount, and recei
and
result in 30 per cent fewer high
ved
school
summer session, at the University
on the Steering Committee, discussed
its unanimous support prior to the approval
graduates per year by 1986. He also
of
cited
problems of overcrowding and lack of
Maine, Orono.
of the resolution.
that while 55 per cent of all stud
ents
privacy and consideration. She felt these
Hackett was addressing one of the thre
enrolled in higher education on
The resolution calling for the discount
e
the
problems could be alleviated by more
topics or goals discussed at a forum
on
was passed by the University Bookstor
national scene are part-time stude
e
nts,
dorms or decreased enrollment, and quiet
University issues held Tuesday night
in the
Committee on Friday. and submitted
unive
rsities have not made any real
to
sections or more vacations.
Wells Commons lounge. The forum
was
commitment to these students.
President Howard Neville.
"The learning environment in the
part of the Steering Committee
on
Hackett said part-time students face
residence halls is not being met," said
many constraints--tuition expense, trans
Joline Morrison, associate director of
portation problems, living in spars
ely
Residential Life. She suggested the
populated areas and an informatio
n
following ideas be implemented: that
system.
students be given more input into
"With the changing life patterns
policy-making, learning centers in halls,
today," he said. "perhaps higher educ
afacul
ty offices in halls, faculty /student
BY KEN HOLMES
tion may be viewed not only as a prew
ork
affairs communications committees, and
individual student to make the determinatradition but as a process to be purs
Should Maine citizens attending Bowued
academic advisory centers.
tion," Longley said. "If he or she is
from 18 to 80."
doin or Bates or Harvard be subsidized by
admitted to all the schools in the state, and
Michael F. Beaudoin. project director
the Maine Legislature? At least one Maine
Daphne G. Sprague, coordinator
of
he or she wants the university - wonderful.
of
the Franco-American Gerontotogy
resident, Governor James B. Longley,
project.
services for disabled students, pointed
If they want to use that $100, $500, or
out
said there is a need for communitythinks so. Another Maine resident, Unithere are many barriers on campus
based
$1,000 on the basis of going to the
for the
outreach learning programs. No
versity of Maine Chancellor Patrick
single
disabled student. He has to forfeit class
university of their choice, if for some
es
sour
ce
exist
s
now where adults may make
McCarthy, had mixed reactions upon
that interest him because they are held
reason they want to go to Bates or Bowdoin
in
inquiries into existing opportunities
learning of the governor's proposal yesterinaccessible buildings. Also, she said
for
or Colby or Thomas, why shouldn't the
the
learning. After several unsuccessf
day.
important offices—the Student Affai
student have some say in how he's going
ul
to
rs
attempts. the potential student loses
Longley said Wednesday that he hopes
Office, the Career Planning and Placemen
his
use the money supposedly being used for
t
incentive for higher education.
legislation will be introduced into the 108th
Offic
e, the Registrar's Office and the
his best interest?"
James Clark, vice-president for AcaMaine Legislature which would allow
Counseling Center--are inaccessible.
Longley continued,"I think we can open
demic Affairs, felt that educational
students to take the subsidy they would
offerThe university is obligated by feder
up education more and puncture through
al
ings should be more accessible to
have received from the state if they were to
law to correct these barriers. Sprague
the sacred cows that have been developed
all
said.
students--young, old, full-time and partattend the University of Maine and apply
When in Maine, more than one pers
by some educational bureaucrats, with
on in
time. "As a state land-grand insti
this subsidy towards tuition charges at
very vested interests. We can open it up
ten has a disability, it only stands to reas
tution.
on
UMO
shou
ld
be
servi
private colleges or universities.
ng
the
need
s of the
and say. 'what are our educational
that these people should have an oppo
rtupeop
le
in
the
state," he said.
"I'm hopeful that we could have some
institutions for in their education of youth,
nity to go to school and then
support
In his paper. Stanley N. Marshall.
sort of a voucher system. particularly for
themselves, instead of having the
let's involve the youth more in the
state
lectu
rer
in
chemical engineering techneedy students that would allow the
determination of how University Resupport them. "As the physical
barriers
nology, stressed the highly portable
fall, so will the mental ones."
audio
conbrued on page 3
she said.

Accreditation Forum

UMpriorities debated,criticized

Longley wants public $$$
for private college students

continued on pacle:)
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WATCH FOR

BY LAURA S'

THE INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE
TELEVISION SPECIAL
The "Gone With The Wind" of Economics ..
Outrageous, Gutsy, Provocative, Delightful,
And Maybe A Little Shocking.
\RGL \HAN
4P-14411

1

The Authors
Patrea Post, Susan Brown,
and Karl Keating . . . the
young staff with varied backgrounds and opinions, who
created The Incredible Bread
Machine.

Dr. Walter W. Heller

We-7

"It's well done, but it does bother
me that you put together such a
chamber of horrors about government interference."

Net." "RI

Dr. Milton Friedman

Dr. Benjamin Rogge

"A splendid film. It portrays very
dramatically and graphically
many of the problems that arise
when we turn over a large portion of our lives to bureaucrats."

"The economic analysis is absolutely sound and the communication is magnificent."

"As the 'Bread Machine'film suggests. there is a new spirit growing in the land, not simply an inchoate mood ofresentment against
Big Government, but serious and systematic thought, combined
with a flair and expertise in organization and communication.
America could hardly have a better birthday present in the year of
its Bicentennial, an anniversary that should remind us of the
profound devotion of the American Revolutionaries to individual
liberty."
—Fortune

3:00 p.m. Friday, December 10 and
4:00 p.m. Sunday, December 12

WMEB Channel 12

Also showing, at the same time, on WMEG Biddeford, WMED Calais, WCSH
Portland, and WMEM Presque Isle.
This one-hour TV special includes the 32-minute award-winning "Incredible Bread
Machine Him" pius provocative discussions with Helier, Friedman, and Rogge.
For detailed information contact: World Research, Inc., 11722 Sorrento Valley Road,
San Diego, California 92121 (714) 755-9761
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New WMEB officers seek underwriter's support
BY LAURA STANKO

WMEB-FM, the student radio station at
the University of Maine, Orono, elected a
new group of officers, ready to go to work
next semester to provide the UMO
community with music, news and special
programming.
Barry Singer, also known as 'Brooklyn',
will serve as the station's operation
manager beginning in January. He said the
station would like to continue with
programming similar to this semester's
broadcasts every other week from the
Woodshed.
There is also the possibility of some
syndicated programs, Singer said. The
station is currently looking into the
possibility of broadcasting an old syndicated radio program like "Dragnet."
"The Way It Went Down," a 13 part
series on the 1960's was broadcast during
the summer on WMEB, and is expected to
be re-released next semester. Singer said
the response to the program this summer

was excellent, and if it is released again.
WMEB will probably broadcast it. The
program is a documentary of music, news
and actual live broadcasts from the 60's.
Each program deals with a nine month to
one year time period.
Singer said he would like to see the
editorial department use more commentaries and take an editorial stand on some
campus issues. He is also interested in a
forum type program where a university
official, such as President Howard Neville,
would come on the air to talk about current
university concerns.
WMEB has a bonafide news staff. said
Gary Robb, the present public service
director. Robb said the news programming
of WMEB has been enhanced by the new
course in news broadcasting in the
journalism department. Because of this
course, Robb said the station is able to use
more actual taped interviews in the news
broadcasts. WMEB also uses the Associ-

ated Press wire for state and national through non-b
road9st means such as
news.
newspaper ads and posters. All of these
One of WMEB's biggest problems is promotions would
include the name of the
financing. The station is a non-commercial, underwriter.
On the air, the station may
educational radio station and is prohibited recognize the underw
riter
saying the
from selling airtime or running commercial program is made possible byby
a grant for the
announcements. The station is financed underwriter.
through the broadcasting department of
the university.
Besides Singer, other officers for WMEB
"We are the largest of all the university next
semester include Paul Le Tourneau,
radio broadcast stations in Maine, but we assist
ant operations manager; Gary
have one of the lowest budgets," Singer Eaton
, news director; Bob Salt, managing
said.
editor; Jim Sullivan, music director; Dave
lo aid in the cost of broadcasting
basketball games and other programming, Humphrey, assistant music director; Sue
Cyr, public service director; Wynne
the station is seeking underwriters. An
Graves, assistant public service director;
underwriter is a group or individual who
Jon Turkle, public affairs director; Jim
makes a grant or gift to the station through
the university. Since this is not advertising, Boutin, engineering supervisor; Chuck
Davis, assistant engineering supervisoi:
but a gift, the amount is tax-deductable to
Dale Spear. production coordinator and
the donor.
Rich Grant. assistant production coordinWhile WMEB cannot use advertiseator.
Each director receives $100 per
ments on the air, the station can promote
programs sponsored by underwriters semester and each assistant receives $50
as salary for the jobs.

•Public moneyfor private college students
continued from page 1

"Public education," McCarthy said, "is
the resources are allocated.' What better respon
sible for providing a diverse educaway than to give that university or college tion and
access to a broad number of
student a voucher that says. 'wherever you students.
This requires that predictable
go to college, our committment is to help fundin
g be assured. We need lead time to
you with your education.' "
build quality programs," he said.
Longley said further he would hope this
McCarthy said if the state were to
voucher system could be worked out so that subsidize
all Maine residents who attended
students could receive subsidies from the private colleges in
the state, "we would be
state to go to out-of-state universities. He simply turnin
g private schools into public
said, however, that this plan would institutions
." He said this wouldn't be
probably encounter opposition from legis- desirable
for either the University of
lators w ho would not want to see taxpayer Maine or the
private schools in the state.
money be spent outside the state. "But if it
Concerning the effects of the voucher
would pass the legislature. and allow the system on the
University of Maine,
student to go anywhere he or she wanted. I Longley said, "I think
the system would
would support this idea as well," Longley suggest a greate challe
r
nge for excellence
said of these out-of-state subsidies.
within the university, not that we haven't
McCarthy said yesterday that private got pockets of excell
ence there already."
schools offer a different opportunity than
In response to another queston, elabodo public institutions, and the two are not rated on his views
about the university. —1
subsititutable for one another.
think the students are being shortchanged
He said he would be opposed to the when you have unnece
ssary expenses of a
governor's plan if it were to be put into
effect in place of additional funding for the
university. He also said if a voucher system
were implemented in place of regular
funding for the university, he would be
opposed to this too, as the University of
Maine would suffer.

•Forum
continued from page 1

Jamies Eves, student senator, suggested
the cafeterias adopt a 7-meal plan for the
off-campus students; that the library be
open later than midnight and be open on
Saturday nights, and a night-care center be
initiated so the parent can study nights at
the library. Eves also pointed out that
while everything but the Bears Den closes
during vacation, many off-campus students
still stay in the area.
On the third goal, that of cross-disciplinary study, Burton N. Hatlen, associate
professor of English, favored breaking
down the barriers existing between
departments.
"English is a department but not a
discipline,' he said. He suggested that
courses by clustered about a central theme.
"The highest level of intellectual excitement is when two or more departmental
concerns come together."
Dan O'Leary, Student Senate president,
said no casual free interchange between
students and faculty existed. John Madigan, student senator, asked that prerequisite courses be offered every semester.
"I'm very pleased with how the meeting
went considering the weather," said
JoAnn Fritsche, special assistant to the
vice-president for Academic Affairs. She
said the Steering Committee would meet
Dec.8 to make sense out of the forum, then
the committee would make recommendations to President Neville.

multiplicity of campuses, failing to address
the needs of the students as compared to
the needs of the bureaucracy or even the
faculty." Longley said.
He said the university has developed.
"more approaches towards mediocrity with
our proliferation of campuses than we have
excellence."
He also said many students have been
misled into believing that a college
education is necessary. "The student is
misled into believing that everybody
should have a university education. Maybe
the student should be an electrician, a
hairdresser, a pl imber, and should be
properly guided."
"Our whole society," Longley continued. "has developed some false standards of success. Many college and
university graduates can't get jobs and
aren't happy in their jobs." He said
because of this, the top commitment by the
state should be to the students.

Who gre
you,telling
us how
f- o run our
bushoss?

It takes a of of conf,dence to come
fresh out of school and begir telling us
how to do things
On the other hand, it takes an unusual company to provide the kind of
environment where that can happen, but
that is exactly the environment you'll find
at Scott Paper
We constantly search for people
who have the ability to respond to challenge and think for themselves, those
with the initiative and desire to seek alternatives, the skill and courage to convince others that there are better ways
and who aren't afraid to express their
IljectS

At Scott, we admire art aggressive
stance because we are an aggressive
company You can make your own opportunities with us . and we'll prove it

Contact your
placement office
for information

SCOTT

an equal opportunity employer. mit

Longley on Wednesday also criticized
the University of Maine for its "unreceptive" response to Sen. Ted Curtis'
(R-Orono) proposal to disband the University of Maine system.
He said of the faculty at the university.
"The minute someone suggests a way to
do things better, they resist it. They're not
as receptive as they suggest students
should be in challenging ideas. concepts
and philosophy."
"Senator Curtis deserves credit for the
courage in trying to improve on the
utilization of resources committed to our
university. It's interesting to see, again,
that a person interested in helping is
frequently criticized for transgressing. I
think Curtis is trying to help."
Longley would not say whether he would
support Curtis' bill. But he praised Curtis
for having, "the courage to come out with a
method of trying to improve the university
system.

Campus • December_ 10, 1976
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editorial

The Maine Can

Is this yet another plan to get'the Super In

No one can say Governor Longley
isn't imaginative. He's out to get
UMaine. and if he can't do it through
one method. he'll try another. We
consider this his 'pet project' as
governor.
This time he's designed a system
where Maine residents, desirous of
becoming students, could take a
certain amount of money. the subsidy
they would have received if they had
come to UMaine since the state
supplies most of our budget. and use it
to go to any private college they
wanted to go to.
Obviously, since the state subsidizes
the university, students don't have to
pay as much in tuition, etc. as they
would if these funds weren't available.
This is what Longley considers the
students subsidies. Now if they don't
want to go to U Maine. they should be
able to take this money outright and
apply it to any school they want to.
This is the reasoning the governor is
using. and it really doesn't sound
ridiculous. It is extremely encouraging
to see how concerned Longley is with
the students in this state and the
quality of education they receive. We
have doubled his concern once or twice
in the past.
Although we agree every Maine
student ought to have the chance to
get their education wherever they
think they'll get it best. we don't agree
with Longley's method. For one thing
this method looks like it would
definitely take money away from the
university. it all the students who
would have gone to it suddenly decide,
;wow I can go to Bowdoin. or Bates. or
even Harvard - some prestigious school
- which will provide a really good
education

they aren't getting to use the money
Maine gives to Maine, there isn't
going to be a lot of money left for good
old Maine. The budget within the UM
system will be cut again, conditions
will get worse around here, and
eventually there will be no good reason
to come to UMaine.
This may sound a little pessimistic.
a little drastic. but from here this
seems to be the direction Longley is
taking. There is one very important
point the governor is missing - private
colleges in this state or outside the
state do not provide, do not even
attempt to provide, the services this
university does.

As a land grant university, we have
certain responsibilities to the state and
the people of the state. UMaine feels
very strongly about this and is very
successful in carrying out this responsibility. Although we could be more
successful if we could afford it.
Through our Cooperative Extension
Program. which reaches and aids
many peole in the state. not just
students, through our Continuing
Education programs. which make it
possible for a variety of people to study
at the university; through research
studies, etc. etc, we commit ourselves
to Maine and its citizens.
State universities have a different
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If Longley is handing out thousands
of dollars to these students, because
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Speaking of alternative lifestyles ....
In 1868 when this place opened
they didn't take women. In 1872
they admitted women. At first,
men and women lived in separate
dormitories. Later on, men and
women lived in the same dormitory but were separated. They
were separatad by section, wing
or floor. Today, there are sections of one dormitory where
men and women are separated
by room. Do you see a trend
here?
Separating men and women by
bed, I thirk, has certain advantages and certain disadvantages.
First, the advantages:
There would be no discrimination in assigning triples to
freshmen. There would be no
more "Boy Triples" than there

would be "Girl Triples", however, there would be more boy to
girl ratios of 2:1 than girl to boy
ratios of 2:1. No matter, everybody is three together and that's
what counts.
The registrar wouldn't have to
worry about student's sex. It
really wouldn't matter if Randy,
Terry and Skip were boys or
girls, except to Randy, Terry and
Skip.
Your roommates wouldn't borrow your clothes. If you like
borrowing clothes then you may
consider this to be a disadvantage.
Now for the disadvantages:
You wouldn't be able to
borrow your roommate's clothes
anymore (see above).
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Your tastes in room decorations would probably be different, however, compromises
could be worked out and this
wouldn't be an insurmountable
problem.
When the lights went out at
night what would you talk about?
I don't know if this is a
disadvantage, but it certainly is a
problem, though not an insurmountable one either.
'There is only one big
problem that I haven't solved
yet: getting dressed and undressed. There are a number of
possible solutions to this
problem. One solution would be
not to get dressed and undressed
People would wear the same
outfit for an entire semester.
Pajamas couid be worn underneath the daytime outfit. Hygenically, this may be an unsound practice. In fact, this
solution may be a bit impractical
not to mention uncomfortable.
There could be an honor code.
One person could get dressed or
undressed while the other two
close their eyes. The honor code
would probably work as well as
the one at West Point. Hundreds

purpose and a different atmosphere
than private college. and the state
university ought to be able to offer just
as much quality in their education as
any private school. Maine students
shouldn't have to look any further than
their own university system to get an
education they can be proud of when
they start looking for a job. UMaine
ought to be the state's first priority
when it comes to higher education.
We don't mean to get down on
private colleges. They obviously have
a well-earned place in the world of
education. and in this state. but if we
start subsidizing them, either directly
or indirectly, they won't be private
colleges any longer.
If Longley is concerned that all
students should have more of a choice
in where they get their education, and
what kind of an education they get - if
he wants to show us all this state is
committed to helping everyone fund
their education - he should start some
sort of scholarship program, some sort
of basic educational fund. We could all
use this. and it would be money well
invested.
However, he should be very careful
the university does not suffer any more
budget cuts. If he is so concerned with
education in this state, he could donate
a little more money our way. and we
will willingly provide the best education available to as many Maine
people as possible. Not just the high
school graduate. but Mainers of every
age and occupation.
We can not help but be suspicious of
Longley and his motives when he says
at a press conference, "I think the
students are being shortchanged when
you have the unnecessary expense of
a multiplicity of campuses.''
Remember what happened the last
time he complained about the number
of campuses within this system.

Nt;

Ot4

by Ron Brown
of students would probably be
expelled for peeking.
Students could get dressed
and undressed in their closets.
This would probably make a
mess of their closets and would
probably not work too well.
Another solution would be to
turn off the lights and have the
occupants of a room all get
dressed and undressed at the
same time. Unfortunately, this
could lead to a lot of bumping
into one another and someone
may get.. injured.
Critics of inter-room coeducation would be quick to point out
that this policy could lead to illicit
and immoral behavior. Actually,
it will have the opposite effect.
Once sexual stereotypes are
discovered to be just that,
students will be Hisiinicinned
with the institution of marriage
and family that Homo sapiens
will soon be put on the endangered species list in the State of
Maine. Everyone will soon realize that sex has a monopoly on
neither snoring, shaving, or
toenail clipping. Geeing someone
at 7 a.m. just after the alarm's
gone off can be a consciousness
raising experience.
Anyway, it's something to
think about.
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LETTERS
There's more to it than that
To the editor:
We are pleased and sorry concerning your news article on the "New
Student Criminal Justice System
Proposed." Pleased in the sense that
the newspaper is beginning to dig
and cover a vital element of events
that are happening on this campus
where there has been very little
light. We are sorry about several
things in the article. First of all, this
is not a project of Student Legal
Services. It is an assignment given to
S.L.S. by the Student Government.
to investigate the depth of the
problem. see how this ties in with the
national problem and make a proposal to be studied by the Student
Government. Everyone within the
the S.L.S. office has been involved in
this project. It is not the work of any
individual and should not be labeled
as Jim McGowan's or Russ Christensen's proposal.
Several members of the student
body, plus representatives of the

Student Government are members of
the Maine Standards and Goals
Committee of the Criminal Justice
System. These people have been
aware since last year of the
apprehension in society at large
concerning the breakdown of the
criminal justice system. It is a logical
thing to assign our office to
investigate this phenomenon at a
local level. Since we are often in an
adversarial role against the Campus
Police, it does not help matters to
have your newspaper cast this report
in the light of a project that emanates
from S.L.S.
What we have to do is create a
dialogue with the members of this
police force. Probably our office
should not attempt to do that in a
vaccuum. The Student Government
as representatives of this community
is the responsible body charged with
changing this environment. They
first have to educate themselves

A demonstration of our belief
To the edito-:
Regarding the theft of the information sign outside the UMO police
station reported in the Maine
Campus on December 3, we would
like to explain the act. First, the act
was not "the result of intoxicated
mischief as suggested by Lieutenant Chandler. Nor was the act
committed as the result of any
outside influences such as academic
or peer pressure or personal revenge
against the UMO police. The act was
a demonstration of strong beliefs
basic to our philosophy.
The major problem of our culture
is size. Government at all levels has
become too large; business has
become too large. This factor
combined with the dependence of
the political machine on large
corporations has created an entire
society dependent on large corporations. This has led to a mechanized.
highly impersonal. unnatural environment which has only resulted in a
frustrated and alienated citizenry.
Alienation and tension in the
human animal often results in crime,

which gives those in power the
means to exercise control of our
lives. The pressure of these controls
causes even more alienation and
tension which results in more crime
and therefore even greater control
and a vicious cycle has begun.
We object to the police as an
integral part of this cycle and have
demonstrated our objection in a way
that has hopefully brought attention
to these problems. Also in the Dec.
3rd issue. Russ Christensen. an
attorney of the SLS, stated that there
exists a "feeling of alienation...between the campus police and the
UMO community. The police have
assumed a hostile mentality." As we
have stated, this alienation is the
fault of our political and economic
systems.
Perhaps the removal of the
information sign appears senseless
to many. However, it must be taken
seriously as a demonstration of these
beliefs. We believe the police and
the sign are unnecessary as all police
are in an ideal society.
Anonymous

Nothing to cheer about
To the editor:
Well, I just get back from our
illustrious basketball team's first
home game. Everything was perfect
(the fans, the band, the team) with
the exception of the cheerleaders.
Nothing personal. girls, but really
now!
Admittedly, in cheering, the girls
must exaggerate their enthusiasm
for it to get across to the crowd, but
too much is too much. There was one
particular cheerleader's face that
was so contorted with "pep" (i.e.
permanently astonished eyebrows,
Orphan Annie eyes, and the "Hey.
Ma. no cavities" grin) that I couldn't
even stand to watch her. I was much
more moved by the energetic little
brunette on the other end (with the

blue ribbon on her ponytail). This
girl really looked like she was having
a great time, and she made me want
to chant along. And that is what a
cheerleader is for -- to lead cheers.
Jeannie Ball and Bonnie Gardner
had a style of cheering. But, they're
gone and it's time for a change. We
have a great group of girls with such
potential that it's sad to hear people
in the stands laughing at this girl or
that's pitiful attempts to mimic
Jeannie or Bonnie. Old ways are not
necessarily best. Good luck UMO
Basketball Team and Cheerleaders.
Gypsy
P.S. Happy Birthday. Frank Connerty -- triple jump king.

concerning what is going on. Hopefully. the Police will want to be part
of that educational process.
There seems to be a widening
communication gap and increasing
feelings of alienation between students and police. It is up to all sides
to work on solving these problems.
Perhaps this project is something the
whole community can put energy
into to achieve very positive results.
A person reading the article could
interpret that the proposal is in a
finished form and ready to be

implemented, when that is no: the
case. A draft will be distributed to all
parties who have participated in the
initial discussions for review. Future
dialogue and study sessions will be
arranged and publicized through
Student Government and Student
Affairs. Anyone interested in participation should contact the Student
Government office in the Union,
581-7801.
Sincerely,
The Student Legal Services Staff

Don't insinuate
To the editor:
Having read Mr. Sloan's article on
criminal justice at UMO. I was struck
by two insidious inferances. First of
all, Mr. Sloan is insinuating that
students at UMO are basically too
immature to be responsible for their
own deeds. To wit:"...an opportunity to recognize that their act was
wrong. and to accept those accepted
values for themselves." Are we
talking about a three year old raiding
the cookie jar. or legal adults

willfully violating the law?
Secondly. Mr. Sloan appears to be
trying to estrange the student body
from our own Campus Police and the
Orono Community. How can we
espouse preferential treatment for
students without arousing the ire of
the aforementioned concerns, and
the resultant alienation thereof
which would only serve to our
detriment? Let us not cut off our
noses to spite our faces.
Betsy Murphy

Editor's note—Mr. Sloan does not
infer or 'insinuate' —he reports what
he hears.

Let's be rational
To the editor:
Laura Stanko's article, which
reported on the various Christian
groups here at UMO, is not half as
interesting as the deluge of letters
following it.
To "A" who delved into the
"cultish ,pagan rituals." perhaps it
could be argued that, whether or not
God exists. He does a service to
mankind. Voltaire recognized that
the moral support afforded by belief
in a supreme being brings comfort
out of chaos. True, some people
capitilize on the beliefs of others, but
it is probably fair to say that
corruption exists in all professions,
not just in religion. It is a fault of
man, not God (or gods, if you
prefer.)
To Mr. Peters, and followers,
belligerence solves nothing. For one
to recall the Bill of Rights in the
same paragraph with such endearments as "worthlessness" and
"asshole" is quite novel. Granted.

"bigoted. non-constructive views"
have brought much strife to the
world, but mainly because other
bigots disagreed with tnose views.
To Mr. Doble. while 1 concur with
your comments about cautiously
taking stands on controversial topics,
yours is partly an argument in
semantics. True, the word "pagan"
has unfortunate connotations, but
the same Random House Dictionary
reminds us that true Christianity is
still a relypon, one of many. I do not
feel that anything can be gained by
my taking a stand supporting or
denying the veracity of Christianity.
so I'll refrain. Hopefully, however,
a portion of the emotionality will
dissipate from this issue, to be
replaced with reason and rational
discussion. All viewpoints should be
respected. Let's leave mud-slinging
to politics!
Sincerely,
Mark E. McLaughlin
125 Cumberland Hall

No fair!
To the editor:
This concerns President Neville's
decision to change Thursday's last
to exams to the previous Saturday.
I agree with his decision wholeheartedly. The only thing I don't agree
with is that some of us still have to
get up on Thursday morning and
take exams. I think that if the
administration is going to change
exams. they would consider chan-

ging all the exams on the Thursday
so all of us could go home early.
1 don't believe I'm the only one
who feels this uav. When I signed
the petition to change the exams I
thought it meant all the exams on
Thursday would be moved to Saturday. I feel this is the only fair thing to
do. After all we're all students here,
and we deserve the same benefits.
Anon
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said Betty Chan, a first semester math graduat
student from Hong Kong.
Most foreign students at UMO are from Canada and
about 60 per cent are graduates, according to Jennifer
.
Brown, director of International Student Services
Although only 83 are enrolled here she said the
international community includes about 200 people due
to the students' families.
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"It's you not the school,
that makes the difference."
An international student may choose UMO for
personal reasons. Fredericus Vosman, a first semester
physics graduate student from Holland. was invited
here by a UMO professor on sabbatical in Holland for
whom Vosman had worked. Suhail Rishani. a Jordanian
business administration sophomore. said he came
because he had a cousin here. Octavius Gaba. a
Liberian graduate student of reading education, said he
was curious to see America first-hand and had received
a scholarship to come to UMO.
A limitation in space rather than lack of quality
brought to UMO Betty Chan, who said Hong Kong's
five universities give a good education.
Foreign students finance their education here
through personal funds (Chan and Rishani), assistantships (Vosman). scholarships or the sponsorship of
organizations. (Gaba is now sponsored by the
Afro-American Institute in Manhattan.) Sometimes, as
with the Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho, a student's
government pays his expenses with the understanding
that he must return after graduation. Such an
arrangement finances Bob Ofoli, an agricultural
mechanization senior from Ghana.

Fredericus Vosman of Holland, left
and Suhall Rishani of Jordan.
However, most international students plan to return
to their countries anyway, regardless of such
commitments. Brown aid.
While at UMO. most foreign students live in dorms,
she said, and during vacations they may travel, stay in
Estabrooke Hall or visit friends.
Two specia; programs exist here for UMO foreign
students. according to Brown. The Host Family

Brosel. Nelson
Vosman. Christie
standing.
valard:
Pierre
Suarez.
Suhail Rishani.
negative light, some for. ;n students said Americans
are materialistic. self-ce - ered. superficial or cold.
"Materialism is you! liggest problem and your
Rishani. "Everybody is
greatest strength," sa
working to get ahead am hat makes a country strong.
but you don't plan for ot rs or for the future, and that
is bad for society."
"Everybody is in it fe themselves," he said, "and
they don't care about a body else. But people seem
hapnv."
' People here don t in themselves together as much
as in Hong Kong," Chan said. "It's not hard to talk to
people but it is difficult to find close friends."
"There is a big problem of trust," said Bob Ofoli.
"There is too much sexual emphasis here and that
makes women afraid to be open and have platonic
relationships with men. Also, people tend to categorize
others without taking time to study them.
"But maybe this is true everywhere and I didn't
notice it 'til I came here," he added.
In a positive light, even the most pessimistic foreign
students say they know "great Americans". and some
believe most UMO students to be friendly, uninhibited,
helpful and not discriminatory.
"I had financial and language problems when I
arrived here," said Pierre Lavalard, "but people were
helpful. Perhaps students are more self-centered than
Americans in general. but foreign students should
remember that every American is not a student or
professor: they should see how the average person
lives."
"People are friendly and open and there's a lot to do
socially," said Jean Adams."I think Americans tend to
be freer to be individuals -- freer from inhibitions -than are Canadians."
"Americans make it easy to get to know people,"
said Christiane Brosel. "Sometimes it feels somewhat

photos by Russ McKnight

Nelson Suarez of Venezuela.

superficial but as an exchange student I am here one
year only."
In comparison to people in Colorado. Mainers are not
discriminatory said Jorge Rojas, who studied English in
Colorado. "The whites there treated Venezuelans like
Chicanos. but the Chicanos didn't like us either
because we spoke good Spanish," he said.
The students mentioned other differences between
their countries and the U.S.
"In Ghana life is more casual. There are fewer TVs
and stereos so we visit people more than here, for
something to do. People only wear patched or dirty
clothes if they are poor. Also a woman only dates one
man at a time," said Ofoli.
"Americans are very efficient," said Rojas, "but
something is lost; people are more impersonal."
Also, in Venezuela, women don't drink alcohol and,
because there is no women's liberation movement, only
about 10 per cent of the women work and married
women do not work at all, said Nelson Suarez.
"I am surprised by the business of religion, the
number of religious TV shows, big cities, traffic jams,
so many commercials and so much pollution," said
Lavalard. "In France we have these things but not so
much. Maybe we will be the same in five years.
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Christiane Brosel. an
student from Germany.

exchange

"Americans arc restless, they can't relax," said
Christiane Brosel, "but maybe this is a relic from the
Puritan work ethic. You use time like money, always
budgeting, saving. Also, you are very food-oriented,
but maybe this is because you only really get together
with friends at meals. In Germany we relax more and
enjoy life."
What is the best thing about studying abroad?
Learning another language, observing another culture,
gettiiig an assistantship or scholarship, meeting new
people.
And probably most of all, learning to appreciate your
own country.
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Just in Time for Christmas
MAYTAGS from

BREWER CINEMA CENTER
CINEMA I

CINEMA II

CINEMA III

7 & 9:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun Mat at 2 p.m.

•Automatic Washers
'Halo-of-Heat Dryers
'Portable Washers
and Dryers
•Portable or Built in
Dishwashers
•Disposers, too

989-3850
46 CENTER ST. BREWER TEL.

CHARLES
BRONSON
. and JILL
INK
IRELAND
A thriller
'FROM NOON Starring
Hoffma'n'.
TILL THREE" Dustin
Laurence Olivier_
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Airport Mall

3.113

Has all the best
for the holidays.
Cardigan and Pullover
sweaters for Misses
and juniors.
Ui

HOLIDAY HOURS:

DOWNTOWN OPEN 'TIL9
AIRPORT MALL STORE OPEN
•TIL1OUNTIL X-MAS
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Around The
World or
Home for
Vacation!
FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL
ARRANGEMENTS AT NO EXTRA COST
TO YOU INCLUDING PERSONAL
DELIVERY OF AIRLINE TICKETS
CONTACT:

DENNY PACKARD

ON CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE FOR
GORDON CLAPP TRAVEL SERVICES
206 ESTABROOK HALL
TELEPHONE: 581-7381
Contact Denny for full information
concerning our special student
group tour to Freeport in
The Bahamas, during "spring break."
March 20-27 , 1977.

Santa Only Wears A
Red Suit
Once A Year.

RC

SIG

86(

The rest of the time he dresses
comfortably in
shirts & jeans

Levis

fronThe Boston Store
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
WHY? Because they give everyone a

FREE BELT BUCKLE
when he buys a shirt or pair of jeans
Show your ID and you'll get one too.

means shirts and
ties and socks and
just about everything. But
most of all DAD means someone
special. Show him you care with
a gift from
DC

DOWNTOWN STORE OPEN EVERY
NIGHT'TIL 9 UNTIL X-MAS
MALL STORE OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL 10
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• LOWEST T1
• GREATER
• SPECTACU
• MORE ACC
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You ,can only io
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and you can inst
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probably less — I
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Fill Up
Everyone's
Stocking

STUDENTS......
FOR AIR TRAVEL ANYWHERE CALL
BAR HARBOR AIRLINES.

withigoodies & gifts
from the
Pict

Gift
shop
R

ST. BANG

MA

• 15 Percent discount.

e

Plus the nicest
cards in town!

• Confirmed seats - no stand by
• Frequent flights to PORTLAND BOSTON - PRESQUE ISLE QUEBEC CITY.
• For your convenience - Bar Harbor has
an on campus sales representative Call him for information and
reservations.
RON ASELTINE
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

Love has arrived and

866-4528

Christmas is comingCelebrate NOW- with
a beautiful diamond
engagement ring.

410AlefilKilifORMANAw

WC..orydnt & son. )ac.
46 Main Street
Bangor, Maine

INTRODUCING A NEW AUDIO COMPONENT
• LOWEST TIP MASS'EVER ACHIEVED
• GREATER HIGH FREQUENCY RESPONSE
• SPECTACULAR CHANNEL SEPARATION
• MORE ACCURATE GROOVE TRACING
A Stunning Advance in Sound Reproduction.
You can only improve your present cartridge, no
matter how good it is now, with the Walco "ER"
Lowest Mass Stylus. It's guaranteed to fit perfectly,
It is
and you can install it easily as any replacement
warranted for two years Yet it costs no more — anc
probably less — than a conventional elliptical replacement from the original manufacturer.

—

available now at

Why The Walco -ER" Is Better Than Your Original
took at the illustration below The one on thc
the Walco - ER ' Replacement Stylus Assemb!y
into one of the most popular and most expense
cartridges you can buy The center illustration is that
same cartridge with its original stylus

ewe signal 14)111112 wave

Conventionat stews

Woo ' ER

styles

You dont have to be an engineer to know that the one
on the right is closer to the pure square wave more
accurate, less distorted, a noticeable improvement in
reproduction. The difference is lower Miss at the
stylus tip.
Any stereo or four-channel cartridge can be improved
by reducing the effective mass at the tip. But until
now the diamond tip had to he the size it is. so it
could stick up through a hole in the cantilever (arm!
where it is cemented :n place

RICE & TYLE

• PARABOLIC (SHIBATA TYPE) TIP
• RECORDS LAST MANY TIMES LONGER
• LOWER IM AND HARMONIC DISTORTION
• REPLACES ORIGINAL STYLUS PERFECTLY
Immediately apparent to the critical listener who
makes a simple A-B comparison between the original
stylus and the Walco "ER" in the same cartridge is
much wider separation between channels, plus better
response. The Walco "ER" is cr.:doted with extending
high frequency response to an amazing 50,000 Hz!
Channel separation (distance between upper and
lower curves in graph illustration) is greatly improved
and dramatically increased to 20 db even out to
40,000 Hz!
10

4

db
Walco 'ER response (so1,0hell
is flatter, more extended, has better
seoarabon than or,gmai stylus In
same cartridge'

945-3351

_
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CONSIGNMENTS
NEW AND NEARLY
NEW CLOTHES

)
(VVE SEND FLOWERS WORLDWIDE
WER SHOP....
MORE THAN JUST A FLO
s • Plants
Baskets • Pottery • Gift
Flowers • Dried • Fruit
Walt Disney characters
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MORE PLACES
SERVING MORE PEOPLE IN

Now in stock:
muskrat coat
cape & muff
short mouton

119 South

campus on orders over $7.50
S Free delivery to UMO

12 ACME ROAD
BREWER, MAINE
04412
989-1299

Bill and Pauline Brooks
(207) 989-6545
(207) 989-6546

Twin City Plaza
Brewer, Maine 04412
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YOUALWAYS
DO BETTE
AT

C-40

PIO CHO VC

MORSO

SKI PACKAGE
hartskis
'Performer'or'Pacer

.•••••

DANISH WOOD STOVE
BAFFLE SYSTEM,
AIR TIGHT, CAST
IRON, ENAMEL
FINSIH

.0*

Skis— s125"
Americana Binding-47"
Tomic 7-6'Poles—s1O"
$182*
Installation r7"

WRG SUPPLIERSI
P.O. BOX 358
BREWER, ME

989-5110
ialx2r2m
r--MoicDJDoT
uLc_iortPac=rn

ffranrozio-iic

$190°
NOSUBSTIIUTIONSIIIII

PACKAGE $1')955
PRICE

#:
LIP01_,___QC?ig010DI nri
4111•••-•

50

CMS COUNTRY PACKAGE

Visit

kg.ion Price Complete$10595

Uhg' WhrriP@ ..©fif?vm

-9 p.m (closed Sundays)
, Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m.
9-23
Dec
RS:
HOU
STORE

In Downtown Orono

r1
1 Handmade
Gifts
For
I. Family
& Friends

Special Features:
BARTLE-TT YARNSFisherman & Homespun
Suitable For General
Knitting & Weaving

LAYAWAY PLAN AVAILABLE

1 Hand Knit;
In
Bartlett
Yarns I
Also /
Available:

luitll orril,;(kaa

vw

IT

Fr

SPORTING

589 Wilson St., Bar

GOODS

Tel:
Harbor Rd Brewer, Me.

L hg› Wh

31 Mill St., Orono

frerything for the Horse
and Horseman
ed

•••IMPA

....
1
••••=

.4=00.M.•••••••

tried
Estairs
Upstai
They' e got

I.

lots o'

Fs a PS

Above Salty Dog
Orono
New Christmas Hours
Tuet -Sat 11-6, Fri 111 8

Special(
only $409.
also Quasi

We aci

pile lin
*Leather jackets, fringed &
stern & Dingo
*Vests, Boots-English, We
arel
*English and Western riding app
and equipment

(Have y\

Esia. rs

Yo

989-6677

•lip—.

Funk}
Chris:mos
fashions &
great gift
ideas
too.

Iditiosomeammakai

GASS
DeGrasse Jewelers
Orono. Me
38 Main Street

866-4032
Diamonds & Watches

Gifts for all occasions
Repairs
Watch and Jewelry
Some Sorority &
Fraternity Jewelry
Available

SALES
STABLES

Main Rd., M.R.A.
Orono, Tel. 866-2075

Classifieds
PAPERS ThouACADEMIC RESEARCH
for your 192-page.
00
$1
Send
file
on
sands
Idaho Ave 0206H.
ma. order catalog 11322
(21 31 477-8474
Town Furniture are
DRAPERIES - left at Old
ready
RATES Classified advertisements are 10
cents per word, per issue, payable in advance
..eern
Personal advertiseme.-4; are 5 see!! per ,
per issue. payable in advance. 50 cents
t, or
Solici
se41,
that
ents
minimum Advertisem
are used for any business purposes are NOT
personal ads.

Dul
Center St
Ham
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Franny's Shoe Service

WADLEIGH'S
STORE

Skate Sharpening

Old Town

LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER & WINE
oRPN
8:00-11:00
HuRs
moN-T

Hollow-ground
figure and hockey skates
OLD TOWN

119 South Main

Ave..
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FRI-SAT
SUN

kto

8:00-12:00
8. 30-1000

MEM
BANKAMERICARD ,

DO BETTER 4
AT... '

5.545 Ilor

1/

Prepare
yourself

i WHITE CHRISTMAS

e

for a cold

afa

winter with

4

RANGES
WASHERS
DRYERS
DISHWASHERS
REFRIGERATORS

LUGGAGE
1RADIOS
TELEVISION VAS
BARS
i

Duofold

pr W17(14 NEPA 11

N. Main tit_ Old Town

YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER AT DAY'S
K. & G. TV SERVICE -111C
QUASAR

SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS

PANASONIC

"Now Open

I,

MAINE MASQUE THEATRE

116 N. MAIN ST

OLD TOWN, MAINE 04468

presents

PHONE 827-5916

Your area dealer for panasonic TV's
& stereos at discount prices
Special Ct-906 19" color TV with pedestal stand
only $409.95 NOW TIL CHRISTMAS SAVE $65.00
also Quasar TV's in stock

THE SCHOU FOR SCANDAL
by
Richard Brinsiey Sheridan

We accept Master Charge & Bank Americard
.......""S._I....7s..

Fuel System
Moisture
Absorbent

'N.

Winterize your car against fuel
line freeze-up and get faster
starts with Mac's Starting Fluid
(formerly Thermo-Aid). Prevent
stalling, increase battery life
with faster starting by spraying
Mac's Starting Fluid into air
intake. Improves performance.

Dec. 14-18
Hauck Auditorium
. 8:15 p.m.

Tickets
$1.50 UMO students
$2.00 general admission

Dubay Auto Parts
Center St & Water St Old Town
Hammond St Bangor

on sale Hauck Auditorium Box Office
11 a.m.. to 2 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. to curtain
evenings of performance
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Monday
Dec. 13th thru
Thursday Dec. 23rd

period.
on all items in stock during this
ex
The sale does not apply to the textbook ann
.
and any other discounts are void at this time
It does not apply to gift certificates.

Watch for items specially marked
Choose from:
Over 22,500 different books,
including the most sought after
titles now in print, clothing,
school supplies, jewlry, pocket
calculators and much more.

at the

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

The Maine

E
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The first Maine Filmakers Festival
opens Sunday night at 7:30 in Nutting
Hall. Featured wil be the hest films of
the Mair,e Film Alliance.

'Shooting it

up'

Film Fest to feature
Maine cinematographers
BY GARY ROBB

Various Maine filmmakers will exhibit
their films at UMO beginning Sunday,
Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in 100 Nutting Hall.
The series, sponsored by The Arthur Lord
Fund, represents the best works by the
Maine Film Alliance, an organization of
people involved in all aspects of filmmaking and production.
The festival opens with a documentary
film by Richard Searls and Stu Silverstein
entitled, Dead River Rough Cut. It is a
documentary portrait of two Maine woodsmen shot over a period of four seasons in a
wilderness area in northern Maine. The
film presents a look at a hardboiled rural
mentality and the disappearing lifestyle of
Bob Wagg and Walter Lene, who live in
the last tarpaper remains of a former
German prisoner of war camp, hunting,
trapping, and logging with only a team of
oxen. Wagg and Walton reflect on women,
politics, death, and taxes.
The Free Life was co-directed by
Searls and focuses on an excursion by three
young people who set out to be the first to
fly across the Atlantic in a balloon. This
film documentary represents their
American Dream of instant fame and
fortune, revealing their happiness and
immortality. The romantic adventure ends
with their deaths a day and a half at sea;
the dream is a tragedy.
Richard Scarfs has produced and
directed many short films and two
documentary features. "The Free Life"
played in the New Directors series at the

Whitney Museum of Art in New York City.
Searls is currently working on two films
supported by grants from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Stu Silverstein often co-produces with
Searls. His works have included Maine
Public Service commercials and commercials for Bigelow and the Bottle Bill in this
year's election. Silverstein is currently
working on Skidder—sax a lyrical short
and recently completed Donald Bakes
Bread.
Searls and Silverstein shoot functional
pictures, documentaries where the subject
is caught objectively, cinema verite.
Monday's program includes several
short films. The Little Tourist was shot in
Peru by director Bruce Williams. Henry
Strater is about a well-known Maine
painter, commercially successful and recognized for his landscapes and seascapes.
It was directed and produced by Jane
Morrison and filmed by Everett Foster
whose work is included in the anthology
film. The Maine Film Alliance Anthology
which features pieces by eight charter
members of the Alliance was funded
through a grant from the Maine State
Commission on the Arts and Humanities.
This Webs is a short by Michael Lewis,
chairman of the Art Dept. at the University
of Maine at Orono
Abbott Meader is a painter and
filmmaker, a former art professor at Colby
College. He has authored many 16 mm
short films which were entered in national
and international film competition. His

films, in many cases, have been bought for
secondary grade showing.
Currently.
Meader is teaching painting and drawing
at UMO. Meader is a visual artist who
manipulates images and sounds into real
and abstract patterns with elaborate
soundtracks. His focus is primarily on
moving images. Meader's films will be
shown Monday night and include Vigil.
Winter Window, and Tivoli.
Searls, Silverstein, and Meader are
scheduled to speak and answer questions
at the presentation of their films.
This exhibition is not necessarily a
representation of all filmmakers working in
this state, neither is it representative of the
entire Alliance. It is. rather, a small
sampling of a rich, artistic resource in
Maine that is steadily growing and thrives
for professional quality. It will deal in both
documentary and surreal imagery films.
The Maine Film Alliance itself is a
non-profit corporation, a guild for Maine
filmmakers. It provides a forum for the
exchange of ideas, shared projects, and
assistance in production and ex'dbition of
the works of its members. It seeks not only
to educate the general public in the film
arts, but to raise the level of consciousness
in the State.
The Festival of Maine Filmmakers is
presented by the Arthur R. Lord Fund, the
Art Dept. and the Broadcasting/Film
Division of the School of Performing Arts.
Showings begin each night at 7:30 p.m. in
Nutting Hall.
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One night stands

The Maine(

Number or

Bill Chinnock's success is long overdue
BY RICHARD McGINLEY

When Bill Chinnock writes music, 13
years of one-night stands, the death of a
patron in a barroom brawl on a "Saturday
Night", and views on life and beauty in the
Maine woods find their way into his lyrics.
From his 22-acre farm in Hampden
Highlands. Bill enjoys a complete change
from the lifestyle he lived the previous 13
years.
Why does a musician of such potential
choose to operate out of a small Maine
community? "I want my cake and eat it,
too." For the past 13 years, Bill has played
every conceivable spot in every part of the
United States while earning little money.
"I decided that if I was going to continue
doing what I was doing, I could do it just as
easily in Maine and be able to enjoy
myself. Now. I get up in the morning, hunt,
fish, go home, shower, eat, and write
music."
Throughout his many travels. Bill has
accumulated a lot of acquaintances, but he
says his true friends are here in Maine. "I
can go into any recording studio in the New
York area and it's. 'Hey Bill, how's it goin'
man, let's out this thing together and go
get wired.' but I don't need that. True
friends are something that I really get into.
I cherish friendship a great deal and all of
my friends are here."

Things are rosy for Bill and they could
get even rosier. When Bill was interviewed, he had just received a call from
London, England. Bob Johnston, producer
for the Allman Brothers and Bob Dylan,
has displayed an interest in having
Chinnock record for him.
"The band had auditioned for the brass
of Arista Records and everything went

really well. They were very impressed and
pleased with everything but they were
skeptical about capturing the younger aged
people and they wanted me to do a Top 10
tune. I won't compromise for anybody and
I flatly refused. My agent told me the only
ss ay to get to a big record company now
was to be produced by a well-known
producer and Bob Johnston fits that

"I feel that everyone on earth has a
special little job to do. God gave me the
talent to play guitar and sing and so I
should take advantage of that fact. Now
take an accountant. He has the abiliq to
work with numbers and he plays a part in
balancing the books. I entertain people and
the fact is that people do have to be
entertained. I have had bad times but
that's behind now. I have a wonderful wife.
I have a new part of the family. I have my
farm in Hampden. I love it in Maine. I will
play and work from Hampden. It's just
incredible here. All my really true friends
are here. I plan to build a recording station
on my farm and my father-in-law and my
keyboardist Harry King will help me run
and operate it. I'm going to start out with
4-track and work up to 16-track."
What about the hat that Bill wears all the
time?

Bill Chinnock

Bill Chinnock, although now attaining a
high point in his career, has not always
been this fortunate. "There was a time
when I was so damn upset that I sold my
guitar. 1 pawned it to some guy on Fifth
Ave. and then moved to Maine.
Asbury Park. New Jersey is where Bill
put together his first substantive band. The
year was 1963, or thereabouts, and the
band played good old R & R. Since the
Blues had always been Bill's favorite, there
became a separation of musical direction so
Bill left that band to work with the Blues.
The musicians from that band are now with
Bruce Springsteen.

"I sold my guitar and moved my first
wife and young son to Maine, bought a
house on Bennoch Road in Old Town and
got a job with Heavy construction.
Anyway, after two days, making $13 a day I
called my friends and had them send me
my guitar and then I advertised for work."
Bill was called by Coloured Rain and
played for six weeks in the summer of
1969.
"It was my best summer in a long time. I
got to see Maine and I met some really nice
people. It was then that I decided to make
Maine my permanent home." Bill didn't
immediately settle down here.
Late in the summer of 1969, he was
called by John Lee Hooker who wanted
someone to organize a band for a tour of
the East Coast. Back to the New York area
hoping that things would work out for the
best.
"I finally got tired of playing back-up to
someone else's material. I have always had
my own ideas about music and I wanted to
put them to use so I came back to Maine.
Except for a few instances I have spent the
last two years in Maine and it's really
great."

Few people realize that Bill has recorded
two albums. Because of cutbacks in
distribution, the albums haven't had much
play time and therefore have met with
little success. With Johnston as a
producer, there will be very little problem
with distribution.
Bill has struggled for many years and is
now just beginning to reap the fruits of his
labor, but he says that he would do it
again.

Bill's wife of a few months. Terry, is a
Bangor girl and Bill says he would never
take her from Maine or her family.
"Anyway," he adds jokingly, "my 6' 3"
father-in-law (Dick Curless) would punch
me out if I tried."

Bill never really settled down after this,
but spent most of his time adding credits to
his personal reference by appearing with
such artists as John Lee Hooker, Willie
Dixon. James Cotton, Billy Cobham, and
even Hendrix. before the Experience was
born. Even with such appearances, his
financial status remained unchanged and
with the thoughts that he might not be able
to support his wife and young child. Bill
started to seek solace with the spirits. On
his way to becoming an alcoholic, Bill
realized the long-range problems that
could occur, so he opted for a complete
change in his life.

BY JOHN PADDOC

description."

"It's my good-luck charm. It's like my
guitar, all cracked, the neck is warped and
it has trouble staying in tune, but they both
have been with me through all the bad and
good times. I'll never get rid of them. They
are like best friends."

Arriving before
Christmas!
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BY HILLERY JAMES

What is probably the only Gothic
doghouse in North America sits
peacefully along the crescent driveway of Cliff Cottage on Kenduskeag
Ave. in Bangor.
Built for a sheepdog around 1871
by John E. Godfrey, the first judge of
probate in Maine, the wooden
"Carpenter Gothic" doghouse is
about nine feet tall with two doors, a
small inside loft and bargeboard and
batten styling which matches the
main house. Cliff Cottage itself was
built as a cross-shaped summer
residence in 1847, but has had

several additions built since then.
According to the present Cliff
Cottage owners. Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Kellogg, the doghouse was
credited with continental uniqueness
by representatives of the National
Register of Historic Places in 1973,
when the entire estate -- with
terraces. ledges. Kenduskeag River
frontage and several outbuildings -was placed on the Register.
Although the Kelloggs own a black
Labrador dog, the doghouse is now
for people only: it has become a playhouse for neighborhood children,
Mrs. Kellogg said.

WIN rERPORT BOOT & CLOTHING SHOP
Main Rd . Winterport Tel 223-4387

COME TO OUR GRAND OPENING
Coffee. Donuts Ri Cider on us'

TAKE 15°/00ft Regular price
of any work boot in the store.
Large selection of high quality
styles of Work Boots, Rubber
Boots, Western and Dress
Boots.

TAKE 10% OFF Regular
prices on Quality Clothing
such as: 5 BROTHER shirts
and work pants, MAVERICK
Jeans, REFRIGIWEAR insuclothing and more!
lated
11111111111.

Sale Continues Thru Sun. eiza Open Tues.-Sun. 9-9
ifffe==ic-r.-=angsgasaiesm=10=

PUB NIGHT in
at 8 p.m. CAI

Fri. & Sat. Dec. 10& 11
Special Weekend Show
9:00 -?

1

the blend
$2.50
Members

$3.00
Gen. Admission

Maine's
For Reservations
Largest
Tel. 525-3261
Dance Floor ID Required
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Number one in the the Neilsen's

On the home screens, 'Charlie's Angels' takes off
BY JOHN PADDOCK

Everything you need to know about
"Charlie's Angels" is mentioned in the
first minute of every episode—"Once upon
a time there were three beautiful girls who
graduated from police academy . . ."
It was a shrewd decision to begin the
show that way; it provided a pleasant little
introduction to each episode and, more
important, it introduced the entire premise
for the series and the premise for every
suzcessive plot—all in the first minute.
What follows in the remaining 59 is
nothing more than three beautiful girls
doing their police academy bit.
One should not, however, underestimate
the power of three beautiful girls doing
their police academy bit.
In the three months since its debut,
"Charlie's Angels" has shot up to the top
of the weekly ratings more than once. The
popularity of the show has increased with
each successive episode. And. within the
past month, the girls have appeared on
every magazine cover in America but
"Field and Stream."
"The girls," or Angels. include Sabrina,
Kelly and Jill. acted (I use that term
loosely) by Kate Jackson. Jaclyn Smith,
and Farrah Fawcett. They are, of course.
"typed"—there is "the smart type"
(Kate),"the sweet type"(Jaclyn)and "the
sexy type" (Farrah). Their boss, Charlie,
is —the anonymous type." He isn't seen
much—a hand here, and elbow there—but
he is present in voice (John Forsythe's) to
provide them with assignments. David
Doyle is the go-between, in perhaps one of
the most envied second banana roles on
television.
Each week the Angels are thrown into a
different incredible case. It may take them
into the Army, behind prison bars, or, in
the highest rated show thus far, behind the
scenes at Playboy Enterprises. Their
weapons for survival are unique for
television detectives—besides the usual
guns and karate chops, they rely heavily on
'Pepsodent' smiles,'Cover Girl' eyes and a
six pack or two of 'Dippity Doo.' In fact
much of the show's reported .000.000-an-episode price tag goes into wardrode and
make-up.
It has been argued that 'Charlie's
Angels' is best watched with the sound
turned off. The dialogue is certainly not
intelligent or humorous, and it is about as
But
credible as most of the plots.
fortunately the show doesn't pretend to be
anything more than what it is—a showcase
for three pretty faces. As one of the show's
executives put it. "If you believe these
girls are really police detectives, you're
crazy."

Last Wednesday's episode was so ludicrous in fact, it was hysterical.

Why are these people smiling? Cheek the ratings.
The success of 'Charlie's Angels' is not
surprising. Pretty faces have always been a
popular commodity. What is surprising is
that it took so long for television executives
to realize the possibilities of starring
women in roles traditionally reserved for
men. It will be interesting to see what
happens next year when NBC and CBS try
to cash in on some of the 'Angel's' success.
Excluding Angie Dickinson in "Policewoman", only ABC, with Wonder and
Bionic women has really capitalized on the
idea thus far, but next year there may be a
record number of women headlining
similar shows.
Casting will be important. ABC cast
"Charlie's Angels" with everyone's interests in mind. Intelligence, sweetness, and
sexiness receive some exposure from all
three 'Angels' (with emphasis on the
latter). Farrah Fawcett has emergea a
major television star already. And Kate
Jackson and Jaclyn Smith have their own
None of the
respective followings.
actresses are very adept at acting
though—all were apparently signed with
on-the-job training in mind—but no one
seems to care. If the producer thought the
viewers wanted professional quality acting
they wouldn't have hired these three.

Events
PUB NIGHT in the Damn Yankee, Dec. 10
at 8 p.m. C.W. Mow Co.
ATTENTION WOMEN: Bangor-area National Organization for Women will have a
consciousness-raising meeting Dec. 12, at
2 p.m. at 37 Pier St. in Bangor. For more
info. call JoAnne Dauphinee, 942-2830.
CONCERT: Johnny Porazzo, a contemporary singer-pianist, will perform in Husson
College's Newman Gymnasium on Sunday
Dec. 12.
STUDENT RECITAL: Dec. 13, 8:15 p.m.
Robert John LeClair, Oboe; Anne Marie
Martin, piano. Lord Hall Recital Hall. Free
admission.
ROAD RALLY: UM MC is holding another
road rally Friday, Dec. 10. There will be
two classes, single and multi-navigator.
First car leaves at 7 p.m.. registration is
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m in the steam plant
For further information
parking lot.
contact Dick at 866-4821.
KARATE CLUB meeting Dec. 11 at 4 p.m.
after Karate class. To be held at archery
room in Lengyel gym.

TICKETS for the Nutcracker Suite Ballet
are on sale in the Union lobby Dec. 13. On
sale all week.
RAGTIME PIANO with Glen Jenks. Damn
Yankee, Dec. 12 at 8 p.m.
USED SKI and boot sale, Adams School
(rear entrance), Dec. 11. 9:30 a.m. to 12
p.m. Items may be bought for tagging Dec.
10, Friday 4 to 6:30 p.m. and Dec. 11,
Saturday 8:30 to 9:30 a.m.
STUDENT RECITAL: Dec. 10 at 7:30 p.m.
Susan Morse, saxophone; Elizabeth
Ericson. piano; Lord Hall.
FILM

The show is mindless, with no relevance
or socially redeeming qualities, which is
why it is such a giant success. In television
simplicity has always been primal. Still,
the series may flounder in a year and slip
down the ratings as fast as it rose. It
doesn't have those durable qualities
evident in other successful long-running
series. The scripts range from poor to
mediocre and, in the case of the most
• recently aired show, border on ludicrous.

In the last 15 minutes of the show Farrah
Fawcett is supposed to rendezvous with a
'sinister type' to trade diamonds for
'information. Once she has the diamonds,
however, she pushes sinister type into a
trash can and runs off with the prize.
Fortunately. Farrah has her skateboard
handy (yes. I did say skateboard) and as
sinister type is getting up she is skating
away. He chases her for several blocks but
can't quite catch up so he steals an ice
cream truck and continues the chase.
Farrah proves herself quite capable on the
board, achieving speeds up to 75 mph at
one point. Meanwhile, however, sinister
type is catching up. So Farrah, still on her
skateboard, grabs the end of a pick up
truck which is passing by (by now she is on
the LA freeway)and hitches a ride. Just as
sinister type has almost overtaken Farrah
she swerves off the road and her pursuer,
who zigged when he should have zagged,
crashes into a parked car. (Unfortunately
the producers missed an opportunity here
by not having the ice-cream truck explode
on impact, but that may be in next weeks
episode)
With sinister type suitably mangled in
the wreckage our attention goes to Farrah
who has taken a nasty spill. No need to
worry. As she gets up. with her hair
perfectly combed and in place. we see that,
not only is she all right but, while we were
watching the ice-cream truck collide, she
had time for a wash and set.
Here perhaps is the most amazing aspect
of the show and perhaps the key to its great
success. Suppose for a minute that the 40
million views who regularly watch the shov,
tune in only to see if one of the
Angels—just once—sweats, bruises or
breaks out. Imagine the repercussions.

Quik Pic Foodland
153 Park St.. Orono

Now We Have It All!!
Agency Liquor Store
Prices same as State Liquor
Store- Hours Longer

nufK PIC

.
,10111••••••••.•4111
.
1

FOODLAND

The areas largest beverage outlet has:
Hard Liquors
Fortified Wines
Table Wine
Complete tap rentals

Beer by 6 pack, case
or barrel
Meat and Produce,
Groceries

FRIDAY
"Carnal Knowledge", Jack Nicholson,
Ann-Margret, Candice Bergen, and Art
Garfunkel. 7 and 9:30 p.m. in 100 Nutting
Hall.
SATURDAY
"Mr. Smith Goes to Washington" 7 and
9:30 p.m., 100 Nutting.

Drive or walk. We're conveniently located on Park St., Orono,
and we're open 365 days a year
Our State law permit allows us to sell until midnigh•
Monday thru Saturday
Hours:

Sun thru Wed.-8 am to 11 pm
Thurs thru Sat-8 am to 12 pm
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Women history majors benefit

Trust

New scholarship honors'remarkable woman'
BY ANDREA LAPOINTE

The late Miss Zella Colvin of Yonkers,
N.Y. has bequeathed $15,000 to the
University of Maine at Orono in memory of
the late Dr. Caroline Colvin, former
department head of history at UMO
between 1902 and 1932.
According to the instructions of the will.
the endowment will be placed in a savings
account and the income it earns, approximately $650 to $75() per year, will be used
for scholarly assistance for women students majoring in history.
Hillary Smith. assistant director of
Student Aid, said the winner of the award
will be selected on the basis of scholastic
achievement and financial need. She said
the Caroline Colvin Scholarship Fund is
one of 200 similar endowment scholarships
and one of the 350 different scholarship
programs in all.

When Dr. Colvin was
around,'things got done.'
Caroline Colvin, the aunt of Miss Zella
Colvin. first came to UMO as a history
teacher in 1902 when that department was
first organized. She had graduated from
Indiana University in 1893, taught for five
years at Fort Wayne. Ind.. and received
her Ph.D. in 1901 from the University of
Pennsylvania. Between 1901 and 1902, she
studied the history and politics of the
British Isles, her major field.
According to Dr. Colvin's friend Mrs.
Percy Turner, Dr. Colvin held an important
job in Washington during the first World
War. At the end of the war when she
decided she was going to come to UMO,
the department did not want her to leave.
One official asked her why she would want
to go to that little college of Maine? She
replied, "Because I think I can do
something in that little college of Maine."

Mrs. Turner said Dr. Colvin did more
than just something. "She was a remarkable women... She had presence...When
she was around, things got done," Mrs.
Turner said.
According to Mrs. Turner. Dr. Colvin
was very influential in selecting and
building up the faculty. It was Dr. Colvin
who persuaded Mrs. Turner in 1924 to
come to UMO with her Ph. D. in English.
Dr. Colvin also added to the University's
prestige in the various conferences she
attended and was influential in the
separation of the Arts and Sciences
department into a distinct college.
Dr. Colvin became involved in more
than just academics. When she used to
live at the old Mount Vernon house.
previously located where Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity now stands, she stopped
the headmother from going over a list of
students and checking the social status of
each girl's family before admitting them,
according to Mrs. Turner.
Mrs. Turner also said when there was to
be a change in the women gym uniforms
from knee length knickers overlayed by
skirts to just shorts, Dr. Colvin, who
thought this was a good idea, was able to
work around the conservative and Hungarian thinking of the physical education
teacher, Miss Lengyel.
Dr. Colvin wanted to include human
anatomy as well as sex education in the
women's physical education program. She
got the wife of a biology professor to
lecture on it. However, when the lecturer
came to the part about sex. "Miss Lengyel
wept through it," Mrs. Turner said.
Dr. Colvin became the first dean of
women in 1923, and heio that position for
four years. She was also the first woman
faculty member, the first history teacher
and the first department head of history at
UMO.
Dr. Colvin founded All Maine Women, a
non-scholastic honorary society. She was

also a prominent worker for the political
recognition of women, for the study of the
position and the future of university
women and for the intelligent organization
of business and professional women.
Mrs. Turner said her friend was
outgoing and very talkative, though she
rarely talked about herself.
Because Dr. Colvin was a fine speaker,
the local Women's Club was always
fascinated with what she had to say. They

first dean of women,
first woman
faculty member,

first history teacher,
first department head
of history

•••

had given her the special privilege of
dropping in whenever she had something
to say.
"She brought the world to UMO," Mrs.
Turner said.
Dr. Colvin was very interested in
women's problems, but according to Mrs.
Turner she was not a feminist or a women's
right leader. "She did not practice politics,

but followed rationality," Mrs. Turner
said. She did not try to compete with men,
because she found it set her back in what
she wanted to do. Therefore, she kept
away from the spotlights.(and didn't write
herself up for Who's Wno.)
She did work for the women's vote, but
found it a great dissapointment when the
women barely utilized it. Mrs. Turner said.
'Mrs. Turner recalled when they used to
have faculty meetings every week for the
College of Arts and Sciences. Whenever
Dr. Colvin was asked to give her report on
women affairs, she would answer, "No
report." After a few weeks of this, Mrs.
Turner realized it was Dr. Colvin's way of
saying, "None of your business." "She
was going to take care of it herself.- Mrs.
Turner said.
Dr. Colvin, looked after the women
following their careers, and many came
back to her for advice after graduating.
She never got married because she was a
professional woman and did not want to,
Mrs. Turner said.
Dr. Colvin has served as state chairman
of the Legislative Committee of the
Business and Professional Women's Club
and did much to promote international
relations with business and professional
women in Canada.
She was a member of the American
Association of University Professors when
it first began to investigate the status of
women in college and university faculties.
She was also a member of the Bangor
Historical Society. the Maine State Historical Society, the American Academy of
Political and Social Science, Phi Beta
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi and the Mingo'
Business and Professional Women's Club.
Colvin Hall was named in her honor in
1930. She also received an honorary degree
from UMO in 1927.
When Dr. Colvin retired in 1932, shc
went back to her home town of Richmond
Ind. where she died at the age of 90 ir
1953.

Soviet researcher visits Canadian center at UMO
BY LYNN MUCH
"I am deeply

impressed by what I have
seen and heard in the centers of Canadian
studies in the United States and I will do
my best to use wha: I have learned, at
home in the Soviet Union," said Dr. Sergei
Fyodorovich Molochkov. Molochkov is the
senior scientific researcher at the Institute
of U.s. and Canadian Studies of the
Academy of Sciences in the United Soviet
Socialist Republic.
Molochkov said he came to this country
to investigate the methods of research and
teaching used to study Canadian history in
various colleges and universities throughout the United States.
Before his one month tour and first visit
to the United States led him to UMO
Molochkov said he had visited other
Canadian learning centers at Columbia
University in New York, John Hopkins in
Maryland and the University of Vermont.
The Soviet researcher said he was
impressed by all of these schools, but the
program at UMO was the major center of
Canadian studies in the U.S. Besides being
so close to Canada, Molochkov said, there
is a large number of highly qualified and
devoted professors and faculty in the
department and nowhere else in the U.S.
are students so involved in Canadian
studies. He said. "The volume and quality
of Canadian studies is outstanding."
Molochkov, who was born in Moscow,
United Soviet Socialist Republic in 1928,
completed his undergraduate work at the
Moscow State University of International
Relations, which is under the Ministry of
Foreign Affaiis. He received his 'candidate' degree. rhich is comparable to the
American Ph.D.. in 1955 with a thesis on
Canadian history.
Molochkov is a specialist on Canadian
history from 1918 on. He has published

several articles and is presently working on
a book, which will focus on the major
problems of current Canada. The book will
include discussions on the Canadian Arctic,
Canadian economy. foreign trade and
policy, inflation and advance Canadian
research with hydro-electric power as an
answer to the energy crisis affecting the
whole world.
The purpose of the book, said the Soviet
researcher, is to train a group of people in
interdisciplinary approaches, which would
consequently allow young colleagues to
have a broad, global view of Canadian
history. He said the book would also
educate the general public.
At a lecture Molochkov gave during his
three-day visit to UMO, he said the

The Maine Cams

concentration of Canadian studies is in
Moscow, but compared to the United
States, the U.S.S.R. achievements are not
nearly as many. Molochkov said he hoped
to return to the Soviet Union and influence
Moscow State University, the only university he knows of that teaches Canadian
studies, to set up more higher educational
facilities for Canadian studies and reshape
or improve existing ones.
In the Soviet Union, Molochkov said
most of the research is done by the
Academy of Science, which coordinates the
activities of the various institutes established in the 15 republics of the U.S.S.R.
Not until 1967 did the academy set up an
institution for American studies called the
Institute of United States Studies. Five

Dr. Molochkov, researcher in Canadian studies, visited UM0's
Canadian
Studies Center.

years later in 1972, a mini-research section
on Canada was added and in 1974 the
academy renamed it the Institute of United
States and Canadian Studies.
Today there are a total of 300 people
working in the institute. About 290 of them
work in the U.S. studies section; half of
them are clerical workers and half
researchers. The Canadian section has a
total of 10 people. half of whom are clerical
workers, with only three researchers with
Ph. D's. One researcher covers the
geographical part of Canada, another the
economical and a third, Dr. Molochkov, the
historical. However, Molochkov said there
has been an increase in interest in Canada
by the Soviets as witnessed by the number
of dissertations done in the field through
the 1970's.
Molochkov said the problems the
institute has with Canadian research are
largely due to being 6,000 miles away.
Also, lack of research materials and
money needed to purchase information can
slow progress down. Next year two Soviet
students will be sent to York University in
Toronto, Canada to gather research
material and discuss with professors there
much of the research being done in both
countries.
Canada is becoming increasingly important to study in the U.S.S.R. because there
is much similarity between the two
countries. Molochkov said the Arctic in
Canada and Siberia in Russia involve the
same problems when attempts are made to
build on the icy terrain, so both countries
are beginning to share technologies to
confront this problem. Also because
Canada is an independent country with its
own goals, it is important, Molochkov said,
to see how it reacts to U.S. policies as a
neighboring country. Canada too is an
exporter of wheat and forest products.

BY LINDA KENNEDY
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Trustees favor further Super-U consolidation
BY LINDA KENNEDY

The University of Maine Board of
frustes welcomes Maine citizens' comments on its ad hoc planning committee's
preliminary statement evaluating the
operation of the seven-campus. financiially-ailing Super-U system. The committee would like to include public opinion in
the report's final revision, to be presented
to the full board at its regular meeting in
February.
James Page. chairman of the board of
trustees, created the ad hoc Academic
Planning Committee headed by Dr. Nils
Wessell in January 1976.
The committee has reviewed the university's management since Super-U's
seven-campus merger in 1969 and concluded in a 31-page statement entitled
"Guideposts for the Future of the
University of Maine" submitted to the full
board on Dec. 1 that the state-wide
comprehensive university system offers
Mainers the most educational benefits for
their tax dollars.
Maine citizens are invited to offer
suggestions on the university's future to
the committee on Dec. 16 at the Augusta
Civic Center at 7 p.m. The committee will
publicize schedules for other public
meetings seeking tax payers' comments te
be held in Portland, Presque Isle and
Bangor in January.
In 1968 Maine's Advisory Commission
for Higher Education submitted the Coles
Report recommending the Super-U merger
to Gov. Kenneth Curtis and spurred the
102nd Legislature to unify Washington
State College, Farmington State College,
Aroostook State College, the University of
Maine (Orono), Gorham State College and
IFort Kent State College into the University of Maine system.
With the present legislature's 10 per
rent university appropriation budget cut
for this biennium and Gov. James
Longley's rumored aims to starve the
Super-U into discontinuing its Fort Kent
mid Machias branches, both legislators
Ind U-Maine trustees have undertaken
studies of the university's cost-effective-

less as a state-subsidized institution. The
legislature's 13-member Performance
Audit Committee (PAC), headed by Rep.
Samuel Hinds(R-South Portland) and Sen.
Theodore Curtis (R-Orono), will offer
presently uncompiled university-study
results and recommendations to the 108th
Legislature when it reconvenes on Jan. 4,
1977.
The PAC met with the trustee planning
committee last Tuesday at Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy's Bangor Community
College office to discuss the trustees'
recommended improvements for the university. At least one PAC member
disagrees with the trustees' convictions
that the Super-U as a university structure
best serves the educational needs of the
state.
Sen. Curtis has drafted a bill, to abolish
the University of Maine system, that will
accompany the PAC's university study
report to the floor of the legislature in
January. Curtis' legislation proposes the
Super-U's seven campuses be independently funded and managed universities
with separate boards of trustees, consequently eliminating the present board of
trustees as well as the chancellor's office.

which suggest the Super-U:
--develop procedural policies to facilitate
credit transfers from one campus to
another and offer inter-campus academic
and extra-curricular services to students
who desire more convenient access to the
total university;
--compile a university catalog with a
common university-wide course-numbering system detailing academic offerings
and student services at all seven campuses;
--confer university-wide degrees, offer
university-wide professorships and promote cooperation and exchange with
Maine's private colleges;
--create a unified admissions process;
--establish policies governing all research
activities;
--define more clearly the public service role
of each campus and the university as a
whole;
--develop a clear cost-effectiveness policy
of the university's various components,
specifically the Continuing Education
Division, Maine's Public Broadcasting
Network and community colleges;
--improve planning and budgeting of all
university programs.

"The reasons for the existence of the statewide
University of Maine System remain sound."
The trustees' report also recognizes
weaknesses in the university's present
administration, but states they can be
corrected only through further consolidation of the Super-U's seven campuses.
"The reasons for the existence of the
statewide University of Maine System
remain sound," the trustee report reads.
"Priority of the Board of Trustees should
be to take those actions necessary to make
the System work better. The potential
benefits of the present system should be
pursued fully before fundamental redefinitions of the system are sought."
The committee's statement includes ten
"action propositions" that trustees believe
could immediately increase university
responsiveness to increasing academic and
financial strains, the most important of

The report expressed committee concern
that in the next ten years the university's
student body will include more part-time
learners (an estimated 12.000), whose
median age will be 26. who will live
off-campus and probably spend five to
seven years completing degree programs.
The 17- to 21-year-old student population is
expected to stabilize at 18,000 to 20,000,
but the combined student body will
probably exert increased demands for
academic flexibility because of its maturity
and self-motivation, according to the
report.
Besides shifts in demand for dormitory
housing, library services and student aid,
the trustees anticipate the different
student mix will call for a new accent on
vocational-related studies and urges the

university to balance its fundamental
liberal arts offerirgs with two-year associate and graduate-degree programs of a
professional nature. The report also
suggests the baccalaureate degree be
continued on each university campus.
The report's final section focuses on
specific controversies within the university
which will require more administrative
time and deliberation to resolve, such as :
--increased cooperation with, but continued independence from, Maine's vocational technical institutes;
--proposed administrative mergings of two
or more campuses to widen academic
diversity and improve the university
structure;
--greater coordination and conformity in
teacher-preparation programs offered at
various university campuses;
--improved development of all continuing
education programs;
--visible justifications of research's
public-service roles.
With these initial guidelines for improving academic and administrative university
operation, the report pledges the trustees'
determination to "do all in their power" to
prevent further legislative budget cuts.
Their propositions, if adopted, are designed to renovate the university as
academic trends demand or if state
revenus dwindle.
"How do we strengthen what is good,
reward what is excellent, support what
needs development, reduce what is
unnecessary, eliminate what is duplicative
while maintaining the commitment to
quality learning for the total university?"
the report asks.
The report encourages the public to join
the trustees in answering this primary
question. Copies of the trustee statement
are a,
.ailable in Chancellor McCarthy's
office, 107 Maine Ave.. Bangor Community College.
Members of the trustee planning
committee are Ms. Cynthia Murray-Beliveau; Francis Brown, who replaced Dr.
Winthrop Libby, whose term expired
during the year; Robert Masterson and Dr.
Elizabeth Russell.

UMO Senate passes resolution
against increased drinking age
BY DAN WARREN

The University of Maine at Orono
General Student Senate (GSS) passed a
resolution Wednesday night notifying the
state legislature that the GSS is "On record
as opposing an increase in the drinking age
in the State of Maine." A bill to raise the
legal drinking age from 18 to "either 19 or
21" is scheduled to be introduced in the
state legislature this winter, according to
GSS president Dan O'Leary.
The GSS disapproval came after a bitter
floor fight over a proposed addition to the
bill which would have put the senate "on
record as desiring to assist in the
alleviation of the drinking problem" at
UMO. Student Senators indicated they felt
the state legislature's attempts to raise the
drinking age resulted from a concern over
drinking among Maine youth.
Some student senators said they voted
against adoption of Sen. Pete Axelrod's
addition to the bill for fear it would be
interpreted as UMO's admitting the
drinking problem in Maine "centers at the
University of Maine." In defeating the
"UMO clause", many senators agreed
with Sen. Kathleen Mahoney's observation
that drinking starts not at UMO but "in the
home." Sen. Bob Small of Chadbourne
said he considers attempts to cure drinking
ills by raising the legal age as "stupid."
He said,"No matter what the drinking age
is" there will always be people who will
want to raise and lower it.
Also receiving senate backing Wednesday night was UMO's non-social fraternity,
Alpha Phi Omega. Representatives from
APO were at the meeting to request $300 in
travelling expenses for a trip to their
national convention in Atlanta. Ga. APO
member Neil Johnson told the senate that
it's essential the local chapter attend the
national conference because failure to

attend the conference could result eventually in APO's being disbarred from UMO.
He explained that APO would be taking
a national vote on whether or not to open
the club membership to women. Should the
national group vote to discriminate against
women, Johnson said, the local chapter
would be banned from UMO. UMO is a
federally-funded institution, Johnson explained, and would lost that funding if
allowed any factions on campus which
practiced sexual discrimination. Such
discrimination would be a violation of Title
IX, he said.
The senate was initially skeptical about
funding a fraternity's trip to its national
convention for fear of setting a precedent.
but Senate treasurer Jim Burgess assured
the group that APO was unique and had
been considered by the GSS Finance
Committee as being "Apart from the
fraternity system" at UMO. Therefore no
such precedent would be set. Burgess said.
In other action Wednesday night:
— GSS Fair Election Practices Committee Chairman Bob Small announced that
due to a mix-up in senatorial balloting last
spring, "fraternities will not be represented fully" during senate meetings for
December. A few fraternity senators have
quit recently, Small said, and the GSS ha.5
not made adequate arrangements to
replace them for the rest of the semester.
New representatives will be elected to fill
the vacancies next semester, he said.
— The UMO Fencing Club received
$398.71 for equipment.
— The UMO Plant Science Club received
$150.00 for travel expenses.
-The Society of Physical Students
received $109.88 for travel expenses and
office supplies.

KATAHDIN QUARTET

UMO students in string quartet
make campus debut next week
The Katandin String Quartet, four
talented young graduate students in music
at the University of Maine at Orono, will
make their campus debut in a Lord Hall
recital hall Tues. Dec 14. at 8:15 p.m.
The group, formed as a quartet-inresidence which performs off campus for
schools and other organizations, has
chosen a Haydn quartet, "Horseman,"
and Franz Schubert's -Quartet in A minor,
Op. 29" for the opening selections on their
program. After intermission they will play
Charles Ives' "Quartet No. 1," written in
1896 and sub-title "A Revival Service."
Thomas Wellin, who earned his undergraduate degree at Indiana University, and
Marie Therese Lutz, an Emmanual College
graduate, are the violinists. Anne Roggen,
violist, is a Peabody Conservatory gra-

duate, and cellist Mary Bruesch graduated
from St. Olaf College in Minnesota.
Earlier in December the Katandin String
Quartet performed at an Acadia Theatre
"Tuesday at Eight" program in Bangor.
The quartet-in-residence program, established by UMO's School of Performing
Arts in conjunction with the Maine Arts
Council and the Bangor Symphony Orchestra, provides a variety of activities
planned to enrich the musical environment
on campus and in surrounding communities, according to Kristin Lindley of
the music faculty. In addition to concerts,
workshops and teaching in the university's
preparatory program in music, the quartet
plays with the Bangor Symphony Orchestra
and assists with the Central Maine Youth
Orchestra.
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SPORTS
Wholey and Nelson shine

Bears overwhelm CCNY
BY MIKE McNAUGHTON

The University of Maine Black Bears
totally dominated play in crushing the City
College of New York Beavers 78-50 last
night in "The Pit".
Maine jumped out to an 18-3 lead behind
the hot shooting of Rufus Harris and Paul
Wholey. The best C.C.N.Y. could do in the
first half was pass the ball around the
perimeter and force up bad shots, as either
Maine's defense was tough or C.C.N.Y.
simply runs a lousy offense. Most likely it
was a combination of both. At any rate.
Maine coasted to a 42-14 halftime lead.
The Bears shot an excellent 75 per cent
from the floor in the first half compared to
a dismal 16 per cent by C.C.N.Y. The
Beavers showed a little more offensively in
the second half but not much Their most

exciting play was a slam dunk by John
Silvera with 17:13 to play which cut
Maine's lead to 30. Kevin Nelson brought
the Maine fans to their feet with a slam
dunk of his own with 4:46 to play.
Wholey led both teams in scoring as he
hit for 20 points. Nelson was once again
outstanding for Maine, scoring 12 points
and hauling down 12 rebounds. Harris
finished with 10 points, all coming in the
first half.
The Beaver's high scorers were Silvera
with 15 points and Hugo Bonar who had 14.
In the preliminary game the UMO
Jayvees defeated a Maine Alumni combine
by a 117-95 margin. Lee Marshall and Rick
Boucher paced the victors with 26 and 20
points respectively. Frank Annunziata led
the Alumni scoring with 22 points.

tho Ainzaz 14Tavern
34 Main St , Orono 866-4402
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Hot Sandwiches & Snacks

^

Pool-Games-Color Cable TV
OPEN DAILY: Mon.-Thurs at 4 ..m., Fri-Sat-Sun at 2 ..m.

LOWEST PITCHER PRICES
IN TOWN

Roger Lapham (shown above against Central Connecticut) is picking up
where he left off last year.
pho!o y Gene Glimalin
MAINE
Nelson 6-0-12
Russel 3-1-7. Wholey 10-0-20, Harris
C.C.N.Y.
5-0-10, Lapham, Gavett 4-1-9. Reilly
Woods 2-0-4, Collins 2-0-4. Alvarez, Evans
4-2-10, McLaughlin 1-0-2. Morrison. Klein
0-2-2, DuPree. Sivera 7-1-15, McCall 4-0-8,
2-0-4, Donahue 1-0-2, Fitzpatrick 1-0-2,
Baize, Phillips 1-1-3, Bonar 5-4-14

For A Different Munch...
Come To
Hot Deli
Sandwiches
Breakfast
Sandwiches
Burgers & Fries
Hot Dogs
Sub-Perior Subs
Favorite Beverages

30 Central St.

BIG
ANGLS

DOWNTOWN
BANGOR

Stuffe(

Tel. 945-9524

ROAST i3W SAN9W104FS

494 So.1

,,T,)PEN 24 HOURS

Monday
through
Saturday

If
the

The Maine Campus
RESTAU
RANT
_

AIDE

BlaciçRose

Restaurant

Restaurant
& Disco
Pleasant Atmosphere - Economical Prices

Old Town
827-2388

Fine Menu Featuring:

After Dinner Stop In To The Library Lounge For Drinks &
Conversation

LATER DANCE DISCO DOWNSTAIRS
Thurs. - Sat.

DON'T FORGET OUR HAPPY HOURS
Thurs. Ladies' Nite 7:30-10,
Fri. & Sat. Men's Nites 7:30-9

Lounge

Stillwater Ave.

15 Mill St., Orono

Syrian Sandwiches, Steaks, Spaghetti,
Homecooked Specials
Seri ing 11 a.m. -10 p.m.

&

International & Domestic Cuisine
Weiner cckr,ifvel

Brotwurst
Hungarian Goulash
Steak au Poivre
Home-made European Cakes
IMPORTED
Sunday
Hours
Beers
Buffet
Wines
liquors

11-3

$2.50

11 toll weekdays
11 to 1 weekends

Every Thurs.-Folk Nite-Live
Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. dance to 11al Wheeler Orchestra

Governi
include!
like Hor
Seafooc
Italian 5
at price
can affc
Liquy u

beer wi
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PESARO'S
154 Park Street

ENJOY A DELICIOUS PIZZA, COLD BEER, & A FRESH SALAD
IN OUR COZY DINING ROOM

sA v E

ENJOY THE NEW

.50'

5-12 Mon-Thurs 4-1 Fri-Sat 4-12 Sun

'oar
SAVE
.504

BLACK DIAMOND STEAK

B
BII

Li

Prime Wirst•rn Stow seasonod In hoar* I. .,in. marinade
Salad Ikerr•I & Fries.

Union St.-Bangor

Reg. 113.25
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Xi==>

nt
\u/a
CHARCOALPIT)
.WIS

Tfaine Coast Imbster

INA
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Union St, Bangor

We Deliver To
The Maine Campus
Stuffed-Baked-Boiled-Broiled-Salad
Brewer, Me.
494 So. Main St.
Tel.(207)989-2277

If you're still in the Pizza Rut
then at least try

Homemade crust

_ f

LlO

U FJllLlliUT

beer with your pizza at

Happy Hour

Feeturing Over 65
Varieties of Sandwiches

4-6 p.m.
Mixed Drinks 75c

#,SUBWAY
ANDWICH ICE•A•BOX
SHOP
Restaurant & Lounge

Governor's

Governor's Menu
includes other speciallies
like Home-made Pie,
Seafood Specials,
Italian Specialties
at prices students
can afford.

Italian Cuisine •
Steaks • Seafoods
• Fresh Dough Pizza

CALL 866-2400

4Iso lire lobsters- Steamers
Packed to Ship as Ordered

small
medium
large

Between 7:30-10:30pm
Free delivery on
orders over '3.00

Featuring an excellent
uariety of . .

9"
12"
15"

26

Main St., Orono

Phone 942-3327

Under New -Bridge—Bangor
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i
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Mid-

Mighty LaSalle
to face cagers

„or

aill••,
•Ve

Pilot°

by Gene Golrnartin

Center Kevin Nelson scored a
career high of 28 points against
Central Connecticut Tuesday.

If you want to see some excellent
basketball then make arrangements
to get to the Bangor Auditorium this
Monday night.
LaSalle College of Philadelphia.
one of the best teams in the East.
faces the University of Maine in what
is certainly the Bears most important
game to date.
LaSalle features two outstanding
players, 7'0 center Donn Wilber and
freshman forward Mike Brooks.
Wilber was named this week's Area
Player of the Week by the Philadelphia media as he had 23 points and
13 rebounds against 6th ranked
Alabama. Brooks was last year's
Philadelphia High School Player of
the Year in the Catholic League. He
was first team All-City and first team
All-State. So far this year he is
averaging 21 points and 12.3 rebounds per game.
In the preliminary game at 5:30
p.m.. the UMO Jayvees take on
Maine Central Institute.

Hockey's travelling debut
promises test of strength
BY CHARLOTTE McATEE

The UMO ice hockey club, after soundly
defeating their last two opponents. travels
to Massachusetts this week to play
Williams College.
Earlier, in a final tune-up before they
face college teams. the Black Bears
demolished their Augusta Men's league
foes by scores of 14-2 and 16-0.
This weekend marks the premiere of
Maine's ice hock,:y team on the road. They
vi ill play UMPG at Portland as well as
Williams.
UMPG is a tough opponent. and should
give UMO plenty of trouble. Last year's
game resulted in a 7-6 win for PoGo in
overtime.
"UMPG is a well coached team with a lot
of strong skaters," said defenseman Dave
Merrill. "It should be a good contest."

opponents a battle. If the checking is
consistent and if the Black Bears respond
well to the pressure. the Maine ice hockey
team will establish itself as a team to be
reckoned with.

Hot shooting

defeatsDevils
BY MIKE McNALIGHT ON

The University of Maine, displaying a
potent offensive attack, downed Central
Connecticut 118-103 in basketball action at
the Memorial Gymnasium Tuesday night.
Central Connecticut controlled the early
going behind the fine shooting of Bob
Charbonneau and the inside play of Doug
The Williams game will be much
Roberts. Two Kevin Nelson foul shots gave
tougher.
Williams College is a wellMaine the lead for good with 11:43 to go in
established team aid are very powerful.
the first half. The Black Bears took a
UMO needs a consistent performance from
commanding 61-45 halftime lead with
every member of the squad to give their
Nelson, Roger Lapham. and Paul Wholey
leading the way.
The second half featured a wide open,
run and gun style of play. Maine's lead was
never really challenged as numerous fouls
and poor defense kept Central Connecticut
from rallying. Central Connecticut cut the
lead to nine points with just under eight
BY BILL WALLACE
minutes to play but the outcome was never
Exciting matchups in the backstroke and
in doubt as Maine had too much by way of
the freestyle sprints will highlight the
offense to be overtaken.
University of Maine women's swim team's
Nelson played his best game yet in a
third meet of the season at Boston
Black Bear uniform as he scored 28 points
University tfts weekend. The UMO squad
and grabbed 14 rebounds. Lapham was
is seeking its third win in a row.
equally as effective on offense pouring in
UMO's backstroke trio of Denise Small,
26 points. Other Maine players hitting
Eileen Sherlock. and Lisa Carpenter will
double figures were Wholey with 21 points
face their toughest challenge of the year
and Dan Reilly with 16. Steve Gavett
against BU. Mickie Heddy, sister to U.S.
played a fine floor game for Maine,
Olympic swimming star Kathy Heddy, and. winding up with
eight points and nine
Suzanne Carroll are top New England
rebounds.
dorsal swimmers.
Coach "Skip" Chappelle was pleased
Heather Farquhar and Robin Schechtwith his team's great offensive showing
man will test HMO's top freestyle sprinters
("...the best we've looked offensively in a
Rae Fournier and Leigh Hutchinson. BU's
season and a half," he said,) but was
breaststroke duo of Erica Stein and Mary
concerned with his team's rebounding and
O'Connor will face the best in New
defense. "We didn't sustain our pressure
England when they swim UMO's Julie
defensively." Chappelle commented.
Woodcock, Jill Puzas and Julie Smith. In
"We've got to make a commitment at that
last weekend's victory over UMass. Jill
end of the floor." Chappelle also felt that
tied the New England record in the 100-yd.
given the size advantage that Maine had
breaststroke
over Central Connecticut they should have
The BU meet will not be a difficult one
come away with more than just a
for the UMO squad, the UMO coach still
two-rebound edge.
regards the meet as important. "It will
give me an opportunity to look at some of
Maine plays at Boston University on
my swimmers in different events," Wren
Saturday night before returning Monday to
explained. "The backstroke races and
the Bangor Auditorium where the Bears
freestyle sprints should be really close."
host powerful LaSalle.

UMO naiads
to swim BU

Univers

Mark Wallingford takes aim during a UMO practice session.
The Bears
defeated Norwich last weekend 2201-2191.
Photo oy Pandora LaCasse

Shooters win in the cold,
avert a Norwich ambush
BY MICK1 BYRNES

We won, but it could have easily
been a disaster. Very easily. It
wasn't that we were too self-confident, or too sure of ourselves. We
just thoLgiit we were invincible. And
invincible just isn't as strong as it
sounds: and not a word that should
be applied to rifle shooting. When
your top two shooters fall into the
depths. and their top two shooters
reach for the sky, well, invincible is
about as useful as reputation,
averages, predictions, etc.
We knew it was going to be a bad
day. The guns had been left in the
car overnight, and were frozen solid.
The ammunition was colder than the
guns. and the range was the coldest
of all. It seemed the kindly commandant of the Norwich range decided to
save on heating bills, for the
temperature was no more than 40
degrees inside. Lying on a cement
floor, holding a frozen gun, and
trying to squeeze a 2-ounce trigger
with a numb finger is not conducive
to terrific scores.

"We had an off day, and they had
a great day. It happens." explained
co-captain Mark Wallingford. "We
all had a bad day," added Mark
Blanchette. A bad day was a score of
2201 to Norwich's 2191. Ten points
seems like a wide margin. However,
when you consider ten points can be
gained or lost in one shot, one shot
out of 240. it becomes a closer race.
Maine's first team, consisting of
Wallingford, George Putnam. Dave
Wellman. and Tim Tobin defeated
Norwich. Providence College and
URI. Maine's second team. consisting of Mark Blanchette, Wayne
Wood. Steve Widen and Micki
Byrnes also beat Providence College,
URI. and Norwich's second team.
When asked about the team's
performance. Coach Bernier states.
"I have no doubt but that we will
continue to win, in fact, remain
undefeated. I also think we will win
the New Englands. no matter how
cold the range."

Swimmers win,
UNH falls 88-24
BY KOALA DRAWEASEL

The University of Maine's Men swim
team won its third meet in the past week
against the University ot New Hampshire,
88-24 at Durham on Wednesday.
The Black Bear mermen placed first in
every event except the 100-yd freestyle.
Despite the heavy meet schedule this
week, three in the past five days, the
Maine swimmers looked strong throughout
the meet and gave good performances in
both the relays and the individual events.
Maine's medley relay of Donovan,
Seaward. Marshall and Eppinger scored
the initial seven points of the meet with a
3:54.0 clocking.
In the individual events: Jimmy Farragher won the 200-yd freestyle with a time
of 1:59.4, Tom Sarson won the 1,000-yd.
freestyle with a 10:49.6, Bob Marshall
placed first in the 50-yd. freestyle with a
22.4, Dave Devala clocked a 2:15.9 in the
200-yd. individual medley. Richie Palmer
won the 200-yel. butterfly in 2:12.4, Jay
Moto by Ptri Foy
Donavan placed first in the _200 yd.
Roy Warren won the three-meter
backstroke with a 2:00.5, Tom Sarson
diving for UMO in the UNH meet
swam a 5:13.7 winning the 500-yd.
on Wednesday.
freestyle , and Brian Seaward placed first
in the 200 yd. breaststroke with a 2:29.4.
me a good race. Vermont should be better
Rolf Olsen took first over teammate Roy
than this team, and it should be a closer
Warren in the ow-meter diving,
but meet.
Warren returned to win the three-meter
Captain Jimmy Farragher said the
diving with Olsen garnering second.
stonger events of the meet were the one
The 400-yd. Freestyle relay of Sarson,
and three meter-diving events.
Garron, Eppinger and Donavan, placed
"Both Roy and Rolf did really well and
first with a 3:32.1
they have proved to be the strong depth
Tom Sarson said "I'm waiting for the
factor of our team," Farragher said.
training trip to Florida to improve my times
The Black Bear mermen swim their next
and waiting for someone to push me in the
meet at the University of Vermont. UMO's
1,000 yd. free, although Bob (;arron gave
record is 4-0.
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